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Looking under the hood at LiveCycle Designer ES events
This form demonstrates the sequence of events and the number of times each event is fired. Each of the thirteen objects in the test area have scripts in all of the interactive events.  Interact slowly with the objects in the test area and view the results.  
This demonstrates how often some events fire, as the user interacts with your form (in particular script in the layout:ready; calculate; and validate events). These can have performance implications for your forms. 
If you want to check out a particular object, reset the form first. Then approach the field from that side of the test area. After interacting with the field, you can exit the test area and view the firing sequence in the event log. 
Once an event has fired, it will appear in yellow and the counter will indicate the number of times that it has fired. 
The event log will show the sequence in which events have fired. 
In a normal form, an event will only fire when it contains valid script. 
Clicking the reset button will clear the events log and counters.  
There are thirteen objects in the test area, which are made visible by the dropdown:- three textfields;- three numericfields;- one listbox;- one dropdown list;- one repeating subform;- four buttons.
The event counters are grouped by the event categories:- Process events:         Process events fire automatically         based on an internal XFA process or in         response to the firing of an interactive         event. 
- Interactive events:         Interactive events are very useful for         scripting because they fire as a direct         result of a user's action. 
- Application events:         Application events fire as a result of         the actions of a client application like         Acrobat or a server application like         LiveCycle forms. 
(source: JP Terry Creating Dynamic Forms with Adobe LiveCycle Designer)
To use this example go to page 2 and select a type of object that you would like to look at. You interact with the object in the test area and view the events in the event log and counters. 
These can be controlled with the adjacent buttons. 
Select object type
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Linked objects
this.rawValue = Textfield2.rawValue; 
These textfields have script in all events, in particular:
 - calculate; and 
 - validate.
 
The calculate script in Textfield1 does not fire because it is not bound to any other field. Similarly for the calculate script in Textfield2. However the calculate event in Textfield3 does fire, as it is bound to Textfield2. 
 
Validate fires on  exit when  textfield values are changed. 
Linked objects
this.rawValue = Numericfield2.rawValue; 
These numericfields have script in all events, in particular
 - calculate; and 
 - validate.
 
The calculate script in Numericfield1 does not fire because it is not bound to any other field. Similarly for the calculate script in Numeicfield2. However the calculate event in Numericfield3 does fire, as it is bound to Numericfield2. 
 
Validate fires on  exit when  numericfield values are changed. 
Linked objects
These objects have script in all events, in particular:
 - calculate; and 
 - validate.
 
The calculate scripts in Listbox and Dropdown do not fire because they are not bound to any other field.  The calculate event in the repeating subform does fire, for each time the number of instances changes.  
 
Validate fires on  exit when  object values are changed. 
Subform
These button objects do not have calculate or validate scripts.
 
The Print and Submit buttons demonstrate events that are linked; firing before a process and after that process. 
Test Area (interact with these objects)
Individual objects
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